
 

 

October 2016 Newsletter 

 

Leeds United 1-0 Ipswich Town 

CHRIS Wood’s seventh goal of the season gave Leeds United a 1-0 victory at home to Championship 

visitors Ipswich Town as the Whites made it four successive wins for the first time since 2009-2010. The 

Whites were full value for their triumph and moved 12th in the table as Wood nodded home a fine cross 

from Charlie Taylor ten minutes before the break.  

After an even beginning, Leeds had the first attempt on goal after four minutes when Hadi Sacko came 

forward before ballooning his effort well high and wide. A third-minute Ipswich corner had earlier been 

cleared. And Leeds then went mightily close to taking a tenth-minute lead when Wood produced a fine 

run down the left flank before cutting inside and launching a low effort that cannoned back off the right 

hand post. Another Ipswich corner was then dealt with but a 15th-minute Ipswich free-kick then led to a 

deflected volley from Cole Skuse trickling just wide with Rob Green beaten. Christophe Berra headed 

over from the resulting corner. Green’s poor clearance then presented Ipswich with a potentially 

dangerous throw but Leeds cleared and countered through the lively Sacko who played in Pablo 

Hernandez whose low cross sailed behind. 

 Ipswich then lost Bret Pitman to injury after 25 minutes, calling for the introduction of Leon Best. The 

visitors then threatened just before the half hour mark with an inviting cross from Grant Ward but 

Jonathan Douglas failed to connect with a difficult volley. But Leeds were looking the more likely to bag 

the game’s opening goal and the Whites made a deserved breakthrough after 35 minutes when in-form 

Wood bagged his seventh goal of the campaign. Another Leeds break saw the ball played out to Charlie 

Taylor to the left hand side of the area and the full back dinked in a lovely cross that was met by Wood 

who calmly nodded home from close range. 

 Ipswich offered little response and five minutes before the break, Wood produced a lovely turn before 

firing over. Ipswich’s first half display was summed up by Tom Lawrence’s 44th-minute free kick which 

was a complete waste and sailed out of play for a goal kick. United then ended the half by forcing two 

corners, with another effort from Wood deflected just wide before Hernandez curled a shot over.  

 



 

After a quiet start to the second half, Ipswich had the chance to counter attack through Grant Ward but he 

misplaced his pass to Best and the chance was wasted. But Leeds continued to dominate and after a low 

curling effort from Hernandez was smothered, the same player then produced a fine pass to Wood who 

forced a save from Bartosz Bialkowski with his legs. It then should have been curtains for Ipswich just 

after the hour mark when Wood’s shot was deflected to the unmarked Sacko inside the area but the 

winger lashed wide from point-blank range. 

 Ipswich then just about dealt with two Leeds corners, after which Sacko chose the wrong option with a 

misplaced pass from a dangerous Whites counter attack. A 70th-minute Kalvin Phillips free-kick was then 

brilliantly tipped over the bar by Bialkowski before a Hernandez free-kick was smashed into the wall from 

similar range. Prior to the set piece, Whites head coach Garry Monk brought on Kemar Roofe for Sacko 

who left the pitch to huge applause. But 1-0 remained a precarious lead and United were relieved when 

Jonas Knudsen’s low effort was deflected behind for a corner which was cleared. 

Monk then brought on Alex Mowatt for Hernandez who also left the field to a warm applause with eight 

minutes left. A poor clearance from Bialkowski then offered Wood an opening but the striker’s low shot 

was easily saved. Monk then made his final change in bringing on Matt Grimes for Dallas who also left 

the pitch to a warm reception. Ipswich were then handed a potential lifeline when Phillips fouled Tom 

Lawrence on the edge of the area but Freddie Sears ballooned his free-kick into the South Stand. An 

89th-minute Knudsen long throw also caused trouble but after two shots from Lawrence and Bru, Green 

eventually smothered. United then had to see out three minutes of injury time and did so without alarm 

thanks to some smart running from Eunan O’Kane and safe hands at the other end from Green. 

Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Jansson, Bartley (c), Taylor, Phillips, O’Kane, Hernandez (Mowatt 82), 

Dallas (Grimes 86), Sacko (Roofe 78), Wood. Subs not used: Silvestri, Coyle, Cooper, Grimes, 

Antonsson. 

Attendance: 22,554 (902 Ipswich). 

 

 

Bristol City 1-0 Leeds United 

Leeds United’s run of four-straight victories was brought to an abrupt end as the Whites squandered a 

host of chances in a 1-0 loss at Championship hosts Bristol City. After Pablo Hernandez was stripped of 

possession in his own half, City bagged the only goal of the game after 59 minutes through a clinical 

finish from their captain Marlon Pack. The goal came after United had lost outstanding centre-back 

Pontus Jansson to what looked like a hamstring injury during the half-time break. 

Bristol City were on top in the opening exchanges and an error by Eunan O’Kane allowed Mark Little to 

burst towards the edge of United’s box but his low cross was smothered by Rob Green to deny striker 

Tammy Abraham a chance of his 11th goal of the campaign. Luke Freeman was then denied the 

opportunity to race on to a fine through ball when Green came hurtling of his line to gather the ball at his 

feet. United’s first effort arrived after 12 minutes when Stuart Dallas fired wide from the edge of the box, 

moments before Pablo Hernandez had a crack from range which was blocked. 

 

 



 

 But it was City who went extremely close to opening the scoring after 16 minutes when Lee Tomlin 

produced a fine turn in the Whites area before smashing an effort into the side netting. Leeds then went 

pretty close themselves three minutes later when Hadi Sacko raced away down the right wing and pulled 

the ball back for Hernandez who fired wide. Then, on 27 minutes, United countered through Dallas who 

fed Sacko who saw two efforts from close range kept out by ‘keeper Frank Fielding. A lovely one-two 

between Hernandez and Dallas then opened avenues for Dallas in the Robins box but his heavy touch 

ended a threatening move.  

For Bristol, Joe Bryan then showed a fine turn of pace before playing in Abraham who was offside and 

Abraham then missed arguably City’s best chance of the half four minutes before the break when slicing 

wide from the inside the box. Abraham then fired another effort wide from just eight yards out after being 

played in by Bobby Reid, after which Pontus Jansson was booked for kicking the ball away. City were 

ending the half strongly and Green was then required to produce a decent save to keep out Jamie 

Paterson from close range. But after bookings for Dallas and Tomlin following a small melee during six 

minutes of first-half injury time, Whites fans were left with huge cause for concern when Jansson 

appeared to be hobbling off and holding his hamstring as he disappeared down the tunnel for the half-

time break. Sure enough, Jansson was withdrawn during the interval for Liam Cooper and it was his 

defensive partner Kyle Bartley who made two important tackles as City poured forward. 

But Leeds then squandered a big opening six minutes after the break when Hernandez fed Wood on the 

edge of the area but the ball caught his heel and the opportunity was gone. And United paid the price for 

wasting their chances when City took a 59th-minute lead after Hernandez was robbed of possession 

inside his own half. The Spaniard went to ground and wanted a foul but nothing was given and Tomlin 

raced away before playing in Marlon Pack who fired home past Green. Leeds had a mountain to climb but 

worked a fine opportunity for Sacko whose shot from the edge of the area was deflected just wide after 63 

minutes. Sacko then wasted an even better chance moments later when bursting clear down the right 

again but this time shooting wide.  

And with 15 minutes remaining, Wood missed a golden opportunity when winning the ball in the Robins 

penalty area but seeing his low shot saved by Fielding. At the other end, Bobby Reid fired wide as City 

looked to make absolutely sure of victory but another decent Leeds attack was ended when Charlie 

Taylor was penalised and booked for what looked like a fair tackle. A furious Whites head coach Garry 

Monk was then sent to the stands by referee Keith Stroud, left to watch five minutes of injury time as 

United’s good recent run came to an end.  

Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Bartley, Jansson (Cooper 45), Taylor, Phillips, O’Kane, Hernandez, Dallas 

(Roofe 64), Sacko, Wood. Subs not used: Silvestri, Coyle, Grimes, Mowatt, Antonsson. 

Attendance: 19,699 (2,065 away) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Leeds United 2-1 Barnsley 

 

Goals in either half from Kyle Bartley and Pablo Hernandez saw Leeds United through a tight Yorkshire 

derby as Garry Monk’s side reached the international break inside the Championship’s top half. Bartley 

separated two evenly-matched sides before half-time when he met Hernandez’s corner with a clinical 

finish from close-range. Leeds had rarely threatened before the goal but Barnsley also found United’s 

defence difficult to play through as a backline including Pontus Jansson contained their attacking threats 

impressively. Hernandez put Leeds further in front with a lovely finish on 56 minutes and Monk’s players 

held on despite Charlie Taylor turning the ball into his own net with 20 minutes to go. 

Monk was able to name an unchanged side for the third game running - a sign of Leeds’ growing 

consistency - after Jansson recovered from a hamstring strain suffered at Bristol City on Tuesday night. 

Barnsley dominated much of the first half without creating chances as wayward passes prevented Leeds 

from gaining momentum but United snatched the lead with a rare opportunity on 37 minutes. Charlie 

Taylor forced a corner on the left-hand side and Hernandez’s swinging delivery was driven past 

goalkeeper Adam Davies from close range by Bartley.  

Leeds’ only sniff of a goal before then came earlier when Davies miscued a clearance to Hadi Sacko, 

leaving his net wide open, but Angus MacDonald averted the danger by sliding in and dispossessing 

United’s French winger. A deflected effort from Adam Armstrong, bouncing wide of a post, was Barnsley’s 

best effort despite periods of dominance and Chris Wood’s glancing header in injury-time slipped beyond 

Davies’ far post. Hernandez could have doubled United’s lead at the very start of the second half, firing 

off target from inside the box, but he made no mistake on 56 minutes, springing the offside trap and 

drawing Davies before curling the ball beyond him.  

Wood came close to adding further goals, volleying over from 12 yards and shooting high and wide from 

the edge of Barnsley’s area, but the visitors tested United’s nerve on 70 minutes when Cole Kpekawa 

sprinted down the left and crossed low. Under pressure from Sam Winnall, Taylor could not avoid 

knocking the ball over the line. A low save from Davies then kept out substitute Marcus Antonsson as 

Leeds tried to re-establish a two-goal advantage but Leeds rode their luck late on as Green kept out a 

Conor Hourihane volley and Jansson appeared in the right place to hack Josh Scowen’s shot off the line. 

 

Derby County 1-0 Leeds United 

 

Leeds United were consigned to defeat at Pride Park as Steve McClaren’s second reign as Derby County 

manager began with another win over the Elland Road club. McClaren, whose previous spell in charge 

started with a 3-1 victory against Leeds in 2013, watched Johnny Russell settled a tight Championship 

clash with a 57th-minute strike.Russell scored just five minutes after coming off the bench, pouncing on 

the scraps from a corner to hammer a shot under United goalkeeper Rob Green.  

 

 



 

Leeds had earlier hit the crossbar through Kyle Bartley and Marcus Antonsson struck a post in the dying 

seconds as United piled on the pressure. Head coach Garry Monk - serving a one-game touchline ban - 

was left to rue that moment as Derby claimed three points. Monk made one change to his starting line-up, 

replacing the injured Stuart Dallas with Alex Mowatt. Dallas failed to recover from a thigh strain suffered 

on international duty with Northern Ireland and he made way for Mowatt as Monk stuck with his favoured 

4-2-3-1 formation at Pride Park. Mowatt’s start was his first in the league since a 1-0 defeat to 

Huddersfield Town at the start of last month, with Leeds looking to maintain their form after five wins in 

seven games.  

McClaren also made one switch with Max Lowe replacing Marcus Olsson, and Derby controlled the first 

half without truly stretching Leeds. Former United midfielder Bradley Johnson pinged an early shot over 

the crossbar from long range but Bartley and Pontus Jansson dealt well with the threat of Derby’s lone 

striker, Matej Vydra, and Leeds went close when Chris Wood headed Luke Ayling’s cross wide on 28 

minutes. County threatened themselves soon after as Vydra anticipated Johnson’s chipped pass and 

volleyed past Rob Green’s far post but despite struggling before the break, Leeds should have opened 

the scoring in injury-time. Mowatt laid on a free header for Bartley with a corner into the box but the 

defender spared County by smashing the ball off Scott Carson’s crossbar.  

Derby appeared to suffer a blow early in the second half when Bartley’s tackle on Anya forced the winger 

to limp from the field but Russell, his replacement, broke the deadlock just five minutes later. The Scot ran 

into smash home a low shot after a Tom Ince corner was scrambled to the edge of United’s box. Green 

then dived to push wide an effort from Will Hughes as Derby tried to kill the game and the linesman came 

to Leeds’ rescue on 69 minutes when he flagged for offside as Vydra turned home Ince’s low pass.  

Leeds fought for an equaliser and Kalvin Phillips was denied when Carson dived to parry his late free-

kick. Bartley could also have snatched a point but his injury-time volley flew into Carson’s hands and 

substitute Antonsson watched a curling shot rattle a post at the death.  

Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Bartley, Jansson, Taylor, Phillips, O’Kane, Hernandez, Mowatt (Grimes 80), 

Sacko (Roofe 59), Wood (Antonsson 83). Subs (not used): Silvestri, Coyle, Cooper, Vieira. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Leeds United 1-1 Wigan Athletic 

 

LEEDS UNITED failed to see out an imminent-looking victory against Wigan Athletic whose Shaun 

MacDonald slammed home a 91st-minute equaliser to seal a 1-1 Championship draw at Elland Road. 

United looked to be moving back into the Championship’s top half and within one point of the play-offs 

after Chris Wood’s eighth goal of the season gave the Whites a 29th-minute lead. But Leeds failed to put 

a plucky Wigan side to bed and paid the price in the first minute of injury time when MacDonald smashed 

the ball home from a right flank corner. The draw leaves United 13th and three points off the play-offs 

ahead of Saturday’s trip to 15th-placed Wolverhampton Wanderers.  

Whites head coach Garry Monk made one change to the side beaten 1-0 at Derby County on Saturday as 

Kemar Roofe replaced the benched Alex Mowatt on the left wing. Amid a quiet start, Wigan had the 

game’s first attempt but Nick Powell’s sixth-minute strike from the edge of the area sailed harmlessly 

wide. United did not threaten until the 13th minute when Charlie Taylor and Pablo Hernandez combined 

well on the left flank but Hernandez failed to get a full connection to the left back’s cross and sliced a 

volley wide. A lovely reverse pass from Hernandez then played in Hadi Sacko in the 22nd minute but the 

winger has kept out by a sliding tackle which forced a corner. It was from that corner that Wood’s curling 

effort from range was then saved by Adam Bogdan.  

But Wigan were then presented with the game’s best chance yet after 27 minutes when the bright 

Michael Jacobs found space inside United’s area but could only produce a weak curling shot that was 

easily dealt with by Green. Yet after just another three minutes United took the lead and through a 

stunning finish from Wood which gave Bogdan no hope whatsoever. Sacko was released down the right 

wing and his heavy touch looked to have ended any danger but Dan Burn’s awful defending gave him a 

second bite of the cherry. The winger produced a deep cross to the far post and Wood confidently 

chested the ball down to the ground before unleashing a rasping drive into the bottom right hand corner 

for his eighth goal of the campaign.  

Wigan were suddenly struggling and just seconds after the restart, Roofe earned Leeds a free-kick on the 

edge of the area from which Hernandez saw his effort blocked. Roofe then fed Wood who got his feet in a 

tangle, ending any danger, before Sacko’s effort was deflected wide. Leeds were suddenly dominating 

but Wigan then came roaring back towards the end of the first half and Jacobs squandered a sitter when 

hitting the post from inside the area after Will Grigg’s lay-off. A Grigg effort was then deflected wide for a 

corner and from that corner Leeds twice cleared the ball off the line, first through ‘keeper Rob Green and 

then through Pontus Jansson as efforts from Nick Powell and Jake Buxton were somehow kept at bay.  

Wigan continued to attack until the end of the one sole minute of first half injury time but the Latics then 

took off the lively Jacobs - presumably through injury - during the half time break. Leeds then began the 

second period brightly with Sacko skipping clear down the right hand side but seeing his 50th-minute 

deflected wide for a corner, from which Jansson bundled an effort over the bar with his knee. Wigan were 

then presented with a half chance three minutes later when Roofe fouled Nathan Byrne on the edge of 

the box but Byrne’s free-kick was headed miles over by Buxton. But Leeds were soon back on the attack 

in search of a killer second with Luke Ayling’s low drive tipped around the post by Bogdan for a corner 

which was met by Jansson and headed off the line by Buxton.  Wigan boss Gary Caldwell then used his 

last two substitutions in withdrawing Byrne and Buxton for Jordi Gomez and Craig Morgan just after the 

hour.  



 

Monk then made his first change in taking off Sacko for Grimes on 66 minutes. Amidst the changes, 

Wigan were enjoying a decent spell of possession and hovering around United’s area. But Leeds then 

went desperately close to bagging a second goal with 18 minutes left when Wood showed great 

movement to connect with Ayling’s deep cross and produce a fine header that was destined for the top 

corner and clawed away by an outstretched Bogdan. Monk then took off Hernandez for Mowatt one 

minute later and Wigan refused to go away, with Grigg messing up a headed opportunity with 15 minutes 

left. At the other end, Taylor’s low cross caused bedlam in the Wigan box before the Latics desperately 

cleared.  

But Wigan continued to pester Leeds and Max Power twice threatened, first when lobbing an effort just 

over the bar and then when mishitting a shot from outside the box. Leeds had six minutes to last out and 

Monk then made his final change in taking off the excellent Wood for Marcus Antonsson. Wigan 

continued to pour forward and hearts were in mouths when Wildschut’s right wing cross zipped across the 

area and found Power who failed to put his header goalwards.  

Leeds were continuing to live dangerously and Wigan were given four minutes of injury time to salvage an 

equaliser. And that’s exactly what arrived in the first added minute when a right-flank corner was headed 

back across goal by Power to Shaun MacDonald who guided the ball home via the post and in. The 

equaliser had United’s fans raging - just when the club were about to move within one point off the play-

offs. And while United attempted to pull victory out of the fire, the damage was done as Leeds had to 

settle for a 1-1 draw in which they could have been home and hosed. 

Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Bartley (c), Jansson, Taylor, Phillips, O’Kane, Hernandez (Mowatt 73), 

Roofe, Sacko (Grimes 66), Wood (Antonsson 85). Subs not used: Silvestri, Coyle, Cooper, Vieira.   

Attendance: 19,861. 

 

 

Wolverhampton Wanderers 0-1 Leeds United 

 

Leeds United returned to winning ways as Hadi Sacko’s cross led to a 70th-minute own goal from Silvio 

which bagged the Whites a 1-0 victory at Molineux in Saturday afternoon’s Championship clash with 

Wolves. After an end to end first half which featured chances for both sides, Wolves defender Silvio 

diverted home Sacko’s right flank cross with 20 minutes left to get Leeds back to winning ways. The 

victory lifted United into the top half and up to tenth, with United now three points off the play-offs ahead 

of next Saturday’s hosting of Burton Albion.  

After a scrappy opening, Leeds were presented with a potential opening through a tenth-minute free kick 

awarded for a foul on Kemar Roofe on the left flank but a Kalvin Philips delivery sailed straight out of play. 

Kyle Bartley went tumbling down in the area and appealed for a penalty but without joy. Four minutes 

later, a fine raking pass from Kemar Roofe set the recalled Ronaldo Vieira clear down the right flank but 

the youngster curled a wayward effort well wide. Wolves offered little early threat but United then almost 

pressed the self-destruct button just before the 20 minute marker when a poor back-header by Eunan 

O’Kane was pounced upon by Nouha Dicko but thankfully for United Pontus Jansson and Rob Green 

combined to clear the ball for a corner.  



 

Joa Teixeira fired over from the resulting corner as Wolves pressure began to build and two minutes later 

United were indebted to a fine tackle from Jansson to prevent Dicko from pulling the trigger inside the 

box. Momemts later, Teixeira cut inside skillfully before seeing a curling effort deflected just wide for a 

corner which was cleared. Helder Costa then fired just over from the edge of the box before Roofe went 

down in the Wolves area from a rare Leeds attack but saw his claims for a spot kick ignored. Wolves’ Matt 

Doherty then earned the game’s first caution for a foul on Hadi Sacko after a neat turn on 34 minutes 

before the hosts countered when Vieira and Bartley both missed sliding tackles but Costa wasted the 

opportunity with an over-hit cross.  

But Leeds then went about as close as it gets to breaking the deadlock six minutes before the break 

when Sacko latched on to a fine through ball from Kyle Bartley to bear down on goal but his chipped effort 

clipped the crossbar and went over. Almost immediately, at the other end, Rob Green then produced a 

fine point-blank save to deny Teixeira, before Leeds hit back with another chance as a Roofe header from 

the inside the area just evaded the post. At the other end, a header from Jon Dadi Bodvarsson sailed 

harmlessly over but there was real danger in the third minute of five added on minutes of injury time when 

Teixeira’s cross fizzed across the area and was hacked away for a corner by Charlie Taylor to deny Costa 

a tap in.  

After Leeds dealt with two early second-half Wolves corners, the Whites were presented with a free-kick 

in a good position on the byline for a foul on Roofe but Phillips’ delivery was easily cleared. The same 

player then fired an effort well wide as Leeds began the second period on top and the Whites were then 

denied strong claims for a penalty on the hour mark when Danny Batth slid in on Wood who felt he was 

fouled. Wolves then went extremely close when a rising pile-driver from Costa whistled just over the bar. 

Straight away, at the other end, Carl Ikeme produced a good save to tip a rising effort from Wood wide. 

But there was no denying the Whites in the 71st minute when Bartley’s long ball down the right flank was 

pounced upon by Sacko who outfoxed Doherty before sending in a low cross for Roofe which Silvio 

inadvertently converted from close range. Just minutes after, Roofe then sized up an attempt for a United 

second goal when shooting over with Wolves suddenly on the ropes. The hosts attempted to rally and 

Sacko made an important block to shut down an effort from substitute Ivan Cavaleiro, before Jansson got 

in the way of a shot from Saiss. For Leeds, Sacko hacked a chance well wide with seven minutes left 

before Wood smashed a volley just over the bar with two minutes to go. As the clock ticked down towards 

the 90th minute, Monk withdrew Vieira for Alex Mowatt and Sacko for Liam Cooper, with Wolves looking 

to have run out of ideas and steam.  

But in the first of four added minutes of injury time, Costa squandered the easiest chance of the match 

when somehow blazing over from six yards right in front of Green’s goal. Wood was then withdrawn for 

Souleymane Doukara and Leeds had a further three minutes to survive. They were three further minutes 

in which Wolves failed to fashion a further chance, with a Cavaleiro cross evading every player in the 

Wolves area as the disgruntled home fans headed for the exits.  

Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Bartley, Jansson, Taylor, Phillips, O’Kane, Sacko (Cooper 88), Vieira 

(Mowatt 86), Roofe, Wood (Doukara 90). Subs not used: Silvestri, Coyle, Grimes, Antonsson 

Attendance: 23,607 (2,452 Leeds).  

 



 

DW’s News 

 

Loads of dates for your diaries coming up as we are on a possible 5 times in the run up to Christmas. 

 

Tuesday 25
th
 October – EFL Cup Last 16 Leeds v Norwich KO 22.45 on BeIn Sports 12HD 

Sunday 20
th
 November- Sky Bet EFL Leeds v Newcastle KO 17.15 live on BeIn Sports (TBC) 

Saturday 26
th
 November- Sky Bet EFL Rotherham v Leeds KO 21.30 live on BeIn Sports (TBC) 

Saturday 3
rd

 December- Sky Bet EFL Leeds v Aston Villa KO 21.30 live on BeIn Sports (TBC) 

Friday 9
th
 December- Sky Bet EFL Brighton V Leeds KO 23.45 live on BeIn Sports (TBC) 
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